FAQs on Delegate Accommodation
Ques.1

Where do I stay in New Delhi during the Conference?

Ans. Arrangements have been made for stay of the delegates at a Five star Hotel
‘The Ashok’, in New Delhi where rooms of various types ranging from
single/double/executive suite are available for the delegates on booking. The
Ashok is located in the prime location of New Delhis’ Diplomatic Enclave and has
550 rooms.
Ques2.

How do I go about booking my room?

Ans. The details are available under the link Registration →Hotel Registration
form in this website where an online registration form has to be filled in by
clicking on the link http://www.theashok.com. It will open the The Ashok
hotel webpage. Registration process is self-explanatory. The room tariff is also
available on the link for hotel registration form on this website which ranges
from Rs. 7000 to Rs. 12,500 approx. ( 1US$ = Rs. 56 approx.) (Please check for
the current exchange rate variation.)
For Currency Calculator: http://www.oanda.com/currency/converter/
Ques 3

What is the distance between the Conference venue and the
place of accommodation for the delegates?

Ans. The Conference venue is Vigyan Bhawan which is situated on the Akbar
road while The Ashok is situated in the Diplomatic Enclave, Chanakyapuri, New
Delhi. The distance between the two places is 4.72 Kms. and the travel time
between the two places is around 10 minutes.
Ques 4.

Who is the contact person for hotel bookings?

Ans The contact person is Mr. Vishal Sharma, The Ashok, Diplomatic
Enclave,50-B,Chanakyapuri New Delhi-110021,Ph. 91-11-26110101, extn.
3047,3159. Mobile No. +9109910305975.
Ques 5

When should I start my booking?

Ans. The same can be done any time and at least one month before the start of the
Conference. It is advisable that booking may be done as soon as possible by
logging on the procedure.

